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Dear Parents and Members of the DSG Community
In dealing with various misdemeanours and cases of Serious Misconduct over the past year it is my perception that
there is undeniably an underlying macro issue – one that is almost certainly a national issue and probably also global:
our teenagers are being bombarded by not-so-subtle messages with sub-texts that contradict some of the values we,
as a deeply traditional Anglican school, attempt to hold firm.
Fr Rob’s devotions in Thursday’s Daily Notice ties in with this topic:
In her book, ‘Sacred Spaces’, Margaret Silf writes: ‘Humankind has lost its way.
This sentiment surfaces frequently in our age, and sometimes it does feel as though everything is falling apart around
us – not just in our personal crises, but, increasingly, in what feels like a shake-up of all our collective certainties.’
…….. So have we really lost our way? Or have we just mislaid it for a while? Has our ‘way’ perhaps become buried
underneath all the complications we have constructed on top of it?
Jesus said: ‘I am the Way, the Truth and the Life’!
Our children are exposed to too much too quickly. Because of the advancement of technology, much of this is
unavoidable but has left us impotent in our endeavours to constrain their exposure to age-appropriate language,
movies and series. Peer influence has always had a big impact on adolescents’ behaviour but the onslaught of
technology – more specifically, social media – has disproportionately increased this impact.
At DSG, we are determined to stand on our core values which underpin how we live and work together every day. Core
values form the foundation of an institution and embedded within DSG’s foundation are strong Christian principles.
We are guided by the teachings of Christ in developing values of respect, integrity, honesty, responsibility, service,
generosity and authenticity, to name a few.
Authenticity is important. When adults enable young people to wear different masks depending on their context,
they contribute to eroding all our core values. An example is the culture of binge-drinking that exists among young
people and the depraved behaviour that accompanies it. The girl who gives of her best at school and is respectful,
kind and compassionate towards others but behaves in a manner that totally belies this in another setting is not being
authentic. This clash of values often leads these girls to unravel because they cannot feel a firm foundation beneath
their feet and they lose track of who they are and in what they believe.
Our girls are being raised in an age of excess and we are being bombarded on a daily basis by reports of political
leaders modelling this through their greed, materialism and a lack of accountability. However, this perspective is
endemic: it is also being manifested in some of our girls through their seemingly constant need for praise and reward;
it is being manifested in a culture of blaming instead of being accountable and taking responsibility for outcomes
– be it for results or behaviour. Nietzsche’s warning rings true when he said, ‘The mother of excess is not joy but
joylessness’.
There are occasions where there is a blatant clash between the values espoused by the school and those of the
parents. Our children are caught in the middle and they find this terrain incredibly difficult to navigate. They will use
every means to manipulate, argue and defend their position but their greatest need is for significant adults in their
lives to take charge and use their wisdom and experience to decide on what is best for them even when the retort (or
look) might be, ‘I hate you’. Children have far greater exposure and knowledge than we had as adolescents but in
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As part of the Bullying Awareness Drive, the College and DSG Drama Department organised a flash mob after lunch yesterday. A
great initiative by Mr Deintje and his team
fact are still quite emotionally immature. A clash of values became very evident last year when I reiterated my stance
on initiation and the ‘buck system’ more strongly than ever before. Over the years, my senior management team and
I had tried talking to, reasoning with and educating girls on this topic. We had showed how these behaviours were
contrary to our core values of respect, service and compassion. We had made it clear that we did not recognize the
‘buck system’ and that any girl who was found to have disciplined, initiated or bullied a junior under the guise of being
a ‘buck’ would face strong disciplinary action from us. Despite this, girls used the excuse of tradition and continued as
bucks, some with the full support of their parents.
After some particularly concerning reports in the bully box, I tackled this aggressively in an assembly in May last year.
I showed how being a buck was like joining a gang – you were self-selected, initiated and secretive. Power was held
through fear and intimidation of others. I highlighted all the dangers and spoke of the subversion of such a system.
Sadly, a few senior girls did not heed any of the warnings and the consequences were dire.
I believe that it is imperative that I reiterate my stance on the ‘buck system’ and initiation in this forum. I have made
it clear to the girls that such systems are banned at DSG and if they become involved in these subversive activities,
they will put their futures at DSG at risk. These have been written into the pupils’ Handbook and the Discipline Code
which will be republished soon. I plead with parents not to be taken in by daughters who defend such a system by
justifying it on the basis of tradition, the need for respect and that it engenders school spirit. It has proved to be the
very antithesis of such things in every instance.

Regards

Shelley Frayne
Headmistress
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Academic
Important Dates
1.

Grade 12 NBT Preparation

In response to queries from parents about what we do to prepare girls for the NBTs, we have offered to run an on-line
training course through a company called ADVANTAGE LEARN. The mock exam is facilitated online and comes with
teaching videos to explain how to approach the questions.
Cost : R600 per student for the full course (normal rate for Advantage Learn online NBT course is R975)
R400 per student for AQL only (normal price for Advantage Learn online AQL course is R500)
Ten students minimum.
If you would like to book your daughter on to this course, please email Ms Dionne Redfern
(d.redfern@dsgschool.com) by Wednesday morning (29 March).
2.

Grade 9 Parent and Pupil Subject Choice Information Evening 15 June 17:00

3.

Matric Exam Prep Camp: 3¬–5 September

English News
A poem by Nia van Niekerk (Grade 10)
Ten things I know to be true
The ocean is largely unexplored due to its size,
Which means, in this life, there are answer-less questions,
And mixing orange juice and toothpaste is unwise,
And Halloween originates from Celtic traditions.
And Bohemian Rhapsody had a sale spike when it was featured,
In the hit 2000’s flick “Wayne’s World”,
Which means we can forget about our love until it is pictured,
In a way that hints our loves’ getting old.
And my mom can speak several languages,
And you can’t move your weight without shifting it,
And this means communication was lost to the ages,
And that it is impossible to be independent.
And Jesus was born in autumn not winter,
And pencils have no lead only graphite,
Which means to convenience, truth is but a splinter,
And our warnings of poison aren’t often right
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Geography News
A group of Grade 11 Geography
learners recently went on a field trip
to practice the art of field sketching.
The girls and boys enjoyed the
double lesson out on the Cradock
Road where they studied a tor, a
mesa and a cuesta. They then had
to imagine the bigger picture to see
that what they were viewing was, in
fact, an example of a cuesta dome. It
was good to be out of the classroom
witnessing Geography in real life.

Art News
Some still life drawings from our girls.

Pooja Vijay Grade 8

Cath More Grade 9

Rojien Aziz Grade 9

Cath More Grade 9
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Felicity Burton Grade 9

Savannah Coventry Grade 8

Dionne Redfern
Deputy Headmistress: Academic
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140 singers from DSG and St Andrew’s College who performed at Masicule 2017

Cultural
Masicule 2017
On Sunday 19 March and again on Monday 20 March, the Guy Butler Theatre at the Settlers Monument was filled with
the joyful singing of over 400 singers from nine different Grahamstown school choirs and five adult vocal ensembles.
It was a veritable musical feast and an incredible smorgasbord of vocal variety. From the vibrant opening of the
‘surround sound’ Yele Yele Masicule, right through to the rich and warm Hallelujah Chorus at the end, it was pure
magic. DSG and College were well represented by providing 140 singers for the Massed Choir from our Chapel
Choirs and also presenting the energetic and beautiful Gloria by Ralph Schmitt with our combined choirs. The piece
was accompanied by keyboard (M Skipper), bass (Zuko Yaka) and drums (TK Chuma). Warm congratulations must
go to all our young singers and the Choral Director, Mr Jovan Heynsen.

Mike Skipper
Director of Culture

The DSG and St Andrew’s College Drama Department will be showcasing a range of excellent and exciting
work by the Senior Dramatic Art’s students from 29 to 31 March.
Time: 18:40
Venue: Drama Department (next to the St Andrew’s admin building)
Tickets: R40 from s.baker@dsgschool.com . (Tickets will not be sold at the door)
Posters will be on our Facebook page and displayed in various places around the school.
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Community Engagement
Emily Campbell was chosen from
the Diocesan School for Girls to
represent the school at the annual
Rotary Youth Leadership Camp run
by Rotary. The Hobbiton Team in
combination with Rotary designed
and hosted the camp from Thursday
16 to Sunday 19 March at Thomas
Baines Environmental Centre. The
camp, designed to foster initiative
and good leadership, included
representatives from schools all over
the Eastern Cape.
The outdoor activities included
canoeing, rafting, group dynamics
and orienteering while the indoor
activities were designed by a group
of psychologists from Rhodes
University on leadership and stress
management. A potjiekos competition
and volleyball tournament were also
part of the highlights. Emily writes,
‘Overall it was a lot of fun and I got
to meet a lot of amazing people from
all sorts of different places around the
Eastern Cape’.

Rev Sue Paton
Community Engagement
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St Andrew’s College and DSG partnered with Kingswood College in the Bullying Awareness Drive. Seen from left to right are Mr David
Wright (Deputy Head, DSG), Mr Jon Trafford (College Head Kingswood College), Ms Emma Sadleir, Mr Paul Guthrie (Head; Senior
School Kingswood) and Ms Shelley Frayne (Head of the Diocesan School for Girls)
Through the initiative of Mr David Wright (Deputy Head, Pupil Affairs) we had the pleasure of welcoming Ms Emma
Sadleir to Grahamstown this week. Ms Sadleir is a media law consultant and is recognised as being the national, if
not global leader in the field of social media and the law.
While she was here she spoke to the staff of local schools, parents and all the boys and girls and in her relaxed,
engaging manner, brought home to all of us that we are living in a very different world from even twelve years ago and
that we have to be very ‘social-media wise’ to protect ourselves.
Some of the points she stressed were:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

We no longer have a choice about whether we do social media: it’s how well we do it (and most of us do it
badly!).
It must be recognised that for the rest of our lives, everyone will be able to find out all they need to know
about you (try googling your own name and see what happens!).
Legally, if one other person has read a post or seen a photo on social media it is deemed to have been
published and there is no recourse for claims that privacy has been infringed.
Don’t let content exist in digital format if you would not like the image seen by your parents, teachers and
future employers. Saving images on social media is the equivalent of displaying the picture on a billboard
at the side of a freeway with your name, address and phone number. The only sure protection anyone has
against images and/or content going viral is not to let the photo, comment or video exist at all.
The importance of having privacy settings on all social media platforms. Without privacy settings, an image
posted on any platform can be used by anyone for advertising; it can be changed so that a face is transposed
onto a body and used on pornographic sites, etc.
Anything that is posted loses context, tone and control over the audience. So an incident that is very funny
and rather innocuous when shared with friends can be interpreted very differently when viewed by millions
of people on line.
We have to get our children to the point where they value privacy above popularity. There is no guarantee
that all the mutual ‘friends’ actually are valid.
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Accompanying Emma Sadleir on her social media presentation to our schools is Dr Lizzie Harrison who is seen with Grade 8 pupils
•

It is being increasingly recognised that engaging on social media stimulates the same part of the brain as
certain types of chemical addictions.

In terms of illegal acts, Ms Sadleir said that the most cases she was called on to investigate had to do with crimen
injuria. This had to do mainly with cyber bullying and there is now a law against cyber bullying.
The biggest problem parents are facing is the epidemic of sexting, with eleven to twelve-year-olds considering this
behaviour to be normal. There is huge pressure put on girls by boys to send photos of them in the nude and once such
a photo has been taken, there is little to be done to stop it going viral.
Legally, any photo of a naked person under the age of 18 (showing full exposure) is considered to be pornography and
the person distributing such photos or having them in their possession can be criminally charged under the Sexual
Offences Act. What we don’t realise is that children over the age of 14 years are considered to have full criminal
capacity and can be charged.
Ms Sadleir and Dr Lizzie Harrison (who spoke to the Grade 8s and 9s) certainly gave us much food for thought and
hopefully, we are wiser, more cautious and more cynical than we were before.
The points above cover much of the content covered, but if you would like to learn more, Emma’s book is available
online at takealot.com titled ‘Don’t Film Yourself Having Sex’.
Ms Sadleir cautioned parents about giving young children phone’s that enabled them to access the internet, take
screenshots and that had a camera. One of the best ways to protect children was for parents to make it clear that their
phones’ content would be checked at any time and she suggested that parents draw up a contract with their children
to establish the rules governing the use of their smart-phones.
An example of such a contract can be found at http://joshshipp.com/teen-cell-phone-contract/ and there are also
apps that allow the monitoring of phones.
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Netball vs Hudson Park from East London

Sport
This past weekend was a quiet one from a sporting perspective, with the summer sports tailing off and the winter
sports still getting going – we had girls competing in hockey and netball matches, playing in provincial water polo,
taking part in the junior national swimming championships and girls riding in a SANESA show. A few girls are still
in training for the South African athletics and swimming championships, taking place in a few weeks’ time, but the
majority are now focussed on their winter sports.
On Wednesday, we played the first netball matches of the season against Hudson Park from East London on our
home courts and the 1st team enjoyed great full-voiced support from the girls on the stands. There were also a few
hockey matches played on Wednesday (reports of these matches are given below). On Friday and Saturday we will
be hosting Hudson Park hockey teams for the first derby day of the season.
As discussed in previous letters, for various unavoidable logistical reasons, our next official derby day is only in May,
but we will make every effort to keep all the girls playing in competitive fixtures over the next two weekends – plans
are already in place with Kingswood to have a round of friendly netball and hockey fixtures.
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DSG star swimmer Toni Rafferty is ranked number one in her age group in the country
Swimming
The extraordinary achievements of Toni Rafferty (who is ranked first in her age group in the country) must be highlighted
in this letter. She has had a highly successful season to date, but she surpassed all expectations by her performance
at the SA Junior Nationals held in Durban over the weekend. In the 100m freestyle she powered her way to a win in
a time of 58.69. She then followed this up with another win, this time in the 50m freestyle. She also made the finals
of the 50m and 100m butterfly where she placed fourth and sixth respectively. Toni will be swimming in the SA Senior
Nationals in Durban in two weeks’ time. This will present another big challenge for her but we are confident she will
rise to the challenge, as she always seems to do.
Courtney Repinz, who was also swimming in the Junior Nationals in Durban, did very well to make the final of the 50m
backstroke. While she didn’t medal, she still put in a sterling performance and only just missed out on setting a new
Eastern Province record.

Horse riding
The Q3 SANESA horse show was held at Grahamstown Riding Club over the weekend. A number of DSG riders did
very well:
Kei Repapis – third in 90 cm jumping
Emily Patterson – first in 70 cm jumping and 70 cm equitation, third in 70cm Working Hunter.
Tarryn Whitfield– first in Prixapilly, second in 70 cm equitation
Georgie Gerber – first and third in 90 cm jumping (on Golden Cat and Parcival respectively)
Bella Houghton – second in 80 cm equitation and 70 cm Working Hunter
Beth Rennie – second in 90 cm Prelim 2, second in 90 cm jumping and second in 90 cm competition
Babette Swart – first in 90 cm Working Hunter, first in 1m competition
Cate Gerber – first in Open Equitation, Open Working Hunter, 1.10 m Competition, and1.10 jumping
Emily Roodt – first in 1m Intermediate, second in Novice 2 Dressage, first in 90 cm jumping
Jess Rushmere – first in 80 cm jumping, second in Novice 2 Dressage (al Khali),
third in Novice 2 Dressage (Lady Tori)
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Hockey
Having lost a number of 1st team players with the departure of the 2016 Matrics, our ‘new-look’ 1st team played in
the Eastern Province opening hockey festival held at Collegiate last weekend, where we won two and lost three of
the matches (matches were played in a shortened format of 25 minutes one way). Our U14A hockey team played in
a similar event at Woodridge College and had a very impressive day by winning all four of their shortened matches,
scoring 11 goals and only conceding one goal in the process.
The 2nd and the U16A and B hockey teams played some friendly matches against Kingswood and VG while the rest
of the DSG hockey and netball teams played internal matches on Friday and Saturday.
In hockey matches against Hudson on Wednesday, the DSG U16As raced to an 11-0 victory, while the U14As put in
another good performance, winning their match 6-1.

Netball
If the 1st team match against Hudson on Wednesday
(referred to earlier in this letter) is anything to go by, we
are in for a bumper netball season! DSG lost 21-20 in the
final 30 seconds after leading for the entire match. It was
a very entertaining game and although the team were
disappointed at losing right at the end, there were many
positives – not least that no fewer than seven players won
their first cap for the 1st team.
In the U16A netball match, DSG won 14-9.
This weekend there are further matches against Hudson
Park on Friday and Saturday. The 1st and U16A netball
teams will be travelling to Despatch for a festival, and the
1st hockey team are in East London for the Greg Beling
Hockey Festival. All fixtures can be found on the sports
portal.
Warm regards

Chris Hibbert
Director of Sport
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